Festen (2021)
Maybe festen is the last resort where we can embody our longing beyond language and thought. A
longing away from structure, symmetry and the measurability which is demanded by modern life.
Festen is the tribute to the human and the spiritual. To dance and to using the body to experience all
the inherent possibilities in the human being, together as well as alone. Everyone who participates in
Festen is also part of creating it.
Our resident DJ Cheza takes us on a journey through the world of house music and we are guided by
our host Yared. The dancers Joanna, Johanna and Victor moves trough festen together with us
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Viktor Fröjd
Viktor Fröjd, choreographer based in Malmö

Dance can be a means to reach a deeper understanding
of what it is to be human. In recent years, Viktor Fröjd’s
work has been focused on honesty and social power.
Viktor’s background is in street and house dance.
Freestyle is therefore constantly present, as well as the
understanding of how everyone (and everything) in the
room – both the dancers and the participants from the
audience – influence the atmosphere and what
transpires in the piece.
Viktor Fröjd is educated at the Street Dance Program at
Åsa Folk High School outside Katrineholm and has a
bachelor’s degree in Dance Pedagogy focused on Street
Dance from DOCH – Dans och Cirkushögskolan (School of
Dance and Circus) in Stockholm. His artistic practice has
progressed through a series of acclaimed and praised
performances produced around Sweden during the past
ten years. Viktor’s latest piece, Tillvaron, premiered in
August 2020 at Idéfarmen in Dunker, Flen. His previous
work includes Var Dag (Every Day) (2017) and Ett Slags
Mellan (A Kind of Middle) (2015). In 2017, the collective
project Nod premiered at Dansens Hus in Stockholm, a
non-hierarchical creative process between Viktor Fröjd,
Marika Peura (Helsinki) and Christine Nypan (Oslo).
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